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the software is compatible with the windows, mac and linux
operating systems. efficient diary offers special mobile apps

for ios and android mobile devices so you can view your diary
entries, make notes or perform other actions on the go. it has
powerful features that make it unique, like: however, it also
has some drawbacks. you must be careful to decide which

feature you want from a diary program. for instance, can you
do what efficient diary does best and record your thoughts in
great detail? or do you want the program to import your data

from google docs? you can use efficient diary to create a
simple diary, a task list or an agenda, and even a personal
diary that automatically saves the diary entries to evernote

and google drive. while the program does not include a diary
template, you can easily import data from other sources such
as microsoft onenote, apple notes, or outlook.com. although

efficient diary can be a useful task manager, it has a few
weaknesses. for instance, you can’t export your diary entries
to other formats, such as pdf or office documents. you can

manually copy and paste the diary entries to microsoft word,
but that’s not a convenient way to go. in addition, the
program has a few features that are not intuitive. for

example, you can insert images or other items into the diary
entries. you can insert tables, insert hyperlinks, insert

emoticons or add a url. using a special program, i collect all of
the printed off papers that are required for that day and place

them in chronological order on the appropriate divider for
that day. if a meeting is taking place i then write out the
meeting notes and time for that day and write the date,
number and the papers required at the top of the divider

where that document will be stored. if i am preparing for an
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upcoming meeting, i add the date and number to the top of
the divider where the papers for that meeting will be stored.
the important thing to remember is that all of the papers in a

folder have a date on them so if the papers are not in the
order in which they are required, then this will be very

obvious to the reader. when the meeting has been completed
i simply add the date and number of the divider and then add
the papers back into the folder for the next day. if a meeting
is cancelled, i simply remove the divider from the folder and

then i can use it again the following day. i then have a printed
diary for the day and the sheets of paper for that day are just
neatly stored in chronological order. any notes i take on the
day are also printed out and placed with the paper. i leave
the folder in the middle of my desk and the papers for the
next day are always in chronological order. if the meeting

requires a visit to a customer, the customer details are
printed out and placed with the paperwork for that day and i
can prepare my notes for the next day with the paper for the
next meeting. it is a very simple system and makes finding
the paperwork very easy. my bosses also appreciate this as
they can view the paperwork easily and see the documents

are presented in the correct order.
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file size: 5.3 mb - download now! - password:efficient diary is
an attractive diary application that lets you record and

organize diary entries in a variety of ways. the program's
sleek design and useful features give it a definite edge over

the traditional paper diary or alternatives like password-
protected word documents. jot down notes, to-do lists, and
even entire diary entries on the go. also create notes with
pictures and maps. go back and read what you wrote two
days ago. try and get a detailed diary entry using pictures

and maps. you can also search through your diary entries and
add and edit them easily. it also comes with a lot of other

features like the ability to create multiple diary entries at the
same time, the ability to rearrange diary entries, the ability to

create and edit calendars, and more. now you can use
efficient diary on your desktop, your mobile phone, your
tablet, and even on your tv, so you can always be with it,

wherever you are. when you are on the road, on vacation, or
just at home, you can use efficient diary on your pc, mac,

iphone, ipad, and android phones and tablets. efficient diary
is cross-platform and can be used on all your devices

wherever you are. efficient diary makes it easy for you to
keep your diary notes in the cloud. you can access your diary

notes on your pc, mac, iphone, ipad, android, blackberry,
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kindle, and other web-enabled devices. you can also sync
your diary notes with dropbox, onedrive, google drive,

evernote, and a number of other services. efficient diary is
one of the best personal productivity applications that you
can use. you can easily create and edit diary entries, sort

your diary entries, add and delete calendar entries, and much
more. you can also edit your diary entries using the following

features: 5ec8ef588b
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